Ab initio and DFT investigations of lithium/hydrogen bonded complexes of trimethylamine, dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde S. Salai Cheettu Ammal¤ and P. Venuvanalingam* Department of Chemistry, Bharathidasan University, T iruchirappalli -620 024, India 17th June 1998, Accepted 24th June 1998 Recei¿ed Ab initio and DFT computations have been carried out on LiF and HF complexes of a set of n-donors viz. trimethylamine, dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde with a 6-31]]G(d,p) basis set. The e †ect of correlation has been included with MP2, MP4 and DFT calculations. NBO analyses of the wavefunctions have been performed to examine the intermolecular interaction at the orbital level. Calculations reveal that these donors form strong n ] r* complexes and computed binding energies of the complex agree very well (CH 3 ) 2 OÉ É ÉHF with the experimental binding energies from IR spectroscopy. LiF forms stronger complexes than HF, and the e †ect of correlation on the hydrogen bond energy is considerable compared to the lithium bond energy. Though charge transfer interaction contributes to the stability of both LiF and HF complexes, it plays a less dominant role in lithium bonded complexes. While amine and ether donate their lone pair, sulÐde donates n s an lone pair and this results in perpendicular intermolecular bonds in sulÐde complexes.
Introduction
The existence of mutual attraction and repulsion between closed-shell atoms and molecules is responsible for many phenomena at the molecular level. The hydrogen bond interaction is one among them and has a central place because of its relevance in chemistry and biology.1h7 A great deal of information has accumulated over the years concerning hydrogen bonding from both experimental and theoretical perspectives. As a result of the investigation of a large number of hydrogen bonded dimers by rotational spectroscopy, Legon and Millen8,9 proposed some simple, essentially electrostatic rules for predicting the angular geometries of dimers. In particular, when a base molecule with a lone pair of electrons interacts with a proton donor (HX), at equilibrium the HX molecule lies along the axis of a nonbonding electron pair of the base with the proton pointing towards the lone pair. In more general terms, the most electrophilic site of HX i.e. the H-atom, seeks the most nucleophilic site of the base, but of course the nucleophilic end of HX will avoid this site on the base. This electrostatic approach to hydrogen bonding has received a quantitative interpretation by Buckingham and Fowler10 who have used a distributed multipole analysis to predict angular geometries. A donorÈacceptor model for the hydrogen bond was Ðrst proposed by Mulliken11 and later successively applied by many authors.
As the structures of these hydrogen bonded systems have become apparent, the nature of the binding forces has been widely discussed, with questions concerning the balance between " electrostatic Ï vs. " charge transfer Ï descriptions of the cluster binding. Recently Weinhold and co-workers12, 13 have shown the importance of donorÈacceptor interaction in hydrogen bonding using natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis.
The lithium bond, which appears to be similar to the hydrogen bond has not received much attention in this regard. Though the lithium bond resembles the hydrogen bond in many respects a number of dissimilarities between the two have been noted.14, 15 We have investigated16 a series of lithium as well as hydrogen bonded complexes of various bases using donorÈacceptor models based on NBO analysis ¤ Present address : Department of Materials Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University, Aoba -Yama 07, Sendai 980-8579, Japan and discussed the participation of various orbitals in these bonding interactions. In this paper we have chosen a set of three n-donors namely trimethylamine, dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde and investigated their interaction with HF and LiF using higher level ab initio and DFT methods. While the case is much simpler with trimethylamine that has only one lone pair, it is rather difficult to decide in ether and sulÐde complexes which of the two lone pairs is involved in donation. SpeciÐcally, we are trying to resolve this question using NBO analysis.
While there are scant reports on lithium bonded complexes of the n-donors, hydrogen bonded complexes of them have been well studied using theory and experiment. Legon and coworkers undertook a series of investigations17h22 on the structure of the complexes of hydrogen halides with trimethylamine using microwave spectroscopy. Latajka and co-workers23, 24 have reported ab initio studies of the complexes of amines with HCl, HBr and HI. A combined photoelectron spectroscopy and ab initio investigation of the complexes of HF with dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde have been carried out by Carnovale et al. 25 LiF complexes of ammonia and water have been investigated theoretically by few authors26h31 and Ault and Pimental32 have provided structures of and H 3 NÉ É ÉLiCl by studying the vibrations of these complexes H 3 NÉ É ÉLiBr isolated in inert matrices. Li`affinity of dimethyl ether has been reported by Abboud et al., 33 Blint, 34 and also by Smith et al. 35 Woodin and Beauchamp36 have studied the Li`affinity of trimethylamine and dimethyl ether. We present here an ab initio and DFT computational study of LiF/HF complexes with the above lone pair donors, and compare our results with the available experimental values.
Computational details
Di †erent possible structures for the title complexes have been proposed based on the direction of the lone pairs of the basic atoms. For the trimethylamine complex, only one structure with symmetry (I) with HF/LiF lying on the axis with C 3v C 3 the proton/lithium pointing towards the lone pair is possible. Three di †erent structures (II, III and IV) have been considered for the complexes of dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde ; structure II has symmetry in which the HF/LiF molecular C 2v axis is collinear with the axis of the donor. Structures III C 2 and IV have lower symmetry where the molecular axis of (C s ) HF/LiF makes an angle with the axis and lies in the C 2 molecular plane (III) or in the bisecting plane (IV). In total we have 14 trial geometries, 7 for LiF complexes and 7 for HF complexes.
All the above structures have been fully optimized at the HartreeÈFock level with a 6-31]]G(d,p) basis set within their symmetry constraints ; frequency calculations have been carried out on the optimized geometries to characterize the stationary points obtained. Geometry optimizations with the above basis set at perturbation at the second MÔllerÈPlesset term level (MP2) and at the density functional theory (DFT) level have been carried out only for the HF stable structures. DFT calculations have been carried out with the exchange potential of Becke37 and correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr38 (B3LYP). Single-point energy calculations at the MP4 (SDTQ) level have also been performed on the MP2 geometries for dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde complexes. The interaction energies of the complexes calculated at the HF level are corrected for both basis set superposition error (BSSE) and zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE) and those calculated at DFT, MP2 and MP4 levels are corrected only for BSSE. BSSE has been calculated using the BoysÈBernardi counterpoise method39 and by applying a modiÐcation40 that takes into consideration the relaxation of the monomers upon complexation. The nature of the interactions at the orbital level has been studied using NBO analysis41 on the stable structures at all the levels employed with a 6-31]]G(d,p) basis set. All the above calculations have been performed using the GAUSSIAN 94W program42 implemented on a Pentium computer.
Results and discussion
The results are discussed under the following four subheadings : potential energy surfaces (PES), energetics ; structure and bonding ; and analysis of interactions. Each section starts with the discussion on LiF complexes, followed by HF complexes and ends with the comparison between these two complexes.
Potential energy surfaces
and form hydrogen and lithium
2 S bonds through the basic atoms and the geometry of the complexes is almost determined by the type and direction of the lone pairs involved in bonding. Therefore the PES of these complexes have been searched for stable structures from the various proposed geometries shown in Fig. 1 .
(i) LiF complexes. Optimization and frequency calculations show that the complex has a stable structure (CH 3 ) 3 NÉ É ÉLiF with symmetry (I). Among the three structures considered C 3v for and complexes (II, III, and IV) structure
SÉ É ÉLiF found to be the stable structures from frequency analyses. Thus each complex has only one stable structure and the structural diversity indicates the subtle di †erences in the nature of the interactions that stabilize them.
(ii) HF complexes. The structure of is (CH 3 ) 3 NÉ É ÉHF found to be similar to that of the LiF complex. Structure I with symmetry for the complex is con-C 3v (CH 3 ) 3 NÉ É ÉHF Ðrmed to be the stable structure from frequency calculations. The potential energy surface of the complex is (CH 3 ) 2 OÉ É ÉHF di †erent from that of LiF complex. Here, frequency analysis reveals that structure II with symmetry is the stable struc-C 2v ture. The complex is similar to that of (CH 3 ) 2 SÉ É ÉHF complex. Here again, IV is a minimum. As (CH 3 ) 2 SÉ É ÉLiF with the LiF complexes, only one stable structure is observed for each HF complex : It appears from the above that LiF and HF complexes of amine and sulÐde have quite similar geometries, while the geometries of HF and LiF complexes di †er in ether. DFT and MP2 calculations have been undertaken only for the HF stable structures. The relative stability of the complexes, and the reason for the preferences of di †erent forms for di †erent complexes, are discussed in the following sections.
Latajka and co-workers23,24 have studied the complexes of amines with hydrogen halides and they proposed two geometries, neutral pair type and ion pair type for each complex based on their calculations. They showed that the (CH 3 ) 3 N complex always exists in ion pair type. Normally when a hydrogen halide (HX) approaches the amine in the direction of the lone pair, at long ranges it forms a weak complex (neutral pair) and on moving further in the same direction the HX molecule forms the TS with the amine and then reacts to give the ion-pair. In the ion-pair the bond between the base atom and the proton is of covalent type. It is also possible with LiF. As we are interested only in complex formation we have not scanned the PES for any TS or reaction product.
Energetics
The stable structures identiÐed from the PES searches have been considered for further analysis. The relative stabilities of the complexes will be discussed from the energetics of the complexes. Complexation energies, calculated at HF, DFT, MP2 and MP4 levels are presented in Table 1 . ZPE corrections to the DFT, MP2, and MP4 interaction energies could not be done as calculations of frequencies at these levels are computationally too demanding. For the same reason, MP4 single point energies are not reported for complexes.
In all the three complexes, the Li atom interacts only with the basic atom of the donor. The Li-bond is found to be linear in the complex and is angular in (CH 3 ) 3 N the other two complexes. The bent geometry of the Li-bond in and complexes is due to the following Comparison of the binding energies of the LiF complexes of n-donors with our earlier results16 on p ] r* and (n ] p) ] r* complexes shows the following trend. n ] r* complexes are stronger than p ] r* complexes but they are weaker than (n ] p) ] r* complexes. It should be noted here that in the stable structure of (n ] p) donor and H 2 CO H 2 CS complexes, the secondary hydrogen bonding interactions are stronger than those found in and
(ii) HF complexes. HF forms a complex with C 3v (CH 3 ) 3 N similar to LiF, whereas the structures of (CH 3 ) 2 OÉ É ÉHF (C 2v ) and are slightly di †erent from those of the (CH 3 ) 2 SÉ É ÉHF (C s ) LiF complexes. The stability order of the HF complexes decreases in the order The 44 This value agrees well with our calculated binding energy at the DFT level. These complexes (n ] r*) are found to be stronger than p ] r* and (n ] p) ] r* complexes. 16 The comparison of binding energies of LiF and HF complexes predict that LiF forms stronger complexes with lonepair donors than HF. The stability order observed in the complexes of LiF and HF with di †erent electron donors are found to be the same and this parallels the trend observed in the nucleophilicities of the bases. The e †ect of electron correlation on the binding energy is considerable in HF complexes and almost negligible in LiF complexes.
Structure and bonding
The formation of hydrogen and lithium bonds induces electronic Ñow from the electron donor to the acceptor ; almost all the atoms of the interacting molecules are involved in this. This results in changes in the geometrical parameters of the interacting molecules besides forming an intermolecular bond. Therefore structural analyses of the complexes give useful clues as to the nature of interactions that stabilize the complex. The geometric data of the monomers and complexes that are vital for the structural analyses are compiled in Table Table 2 Selected MP2 structural parameters for the monomers and complexes optimized with 2. The overall geometry of these complexes can be best described using two parameters a and b, which are indicated in Fig. 1 . While a shows the extent of the deviation of the position of the Z atom from the major axis (the axis in C 3 amine and the axis in ether and sulÐde), b is a measure of C 2 the deviation from collinearity of the intermolecular bond axis and the ZÈF molecular axis. The torsion angle CYCZ is 180¡ for the ether complex and 90¡ for the sulÐde complex. a and b can be derived from the computed structural parameters shown in Table 2 . Table  2 reveal that the ether and sulÐde complexes have secondary hydrogen bonding interaction involving the Ñuorine atom and the methyl protons, while the amine complex doesnÏt. DFT and MP2 computations show a stronger hydrogen bond between these atoms as both methods include correlation energy that is a signiÐcant component of the hydrogen bond energy. The secondary hydrogen bond is a bifurcated hydrogen bond in sulÐde and is the simple hydrogen bond in ether.
On complexation, the LiwF bond length increases as expected and the increase in this LiwF distance is in the order It should be noted here that
S. the stability of the complexes is in the reverse order. This is due to the presence of the weak secondary hydrogen bonding interaction in and complexes ; it is absent in 
(ii) HF complexes. HF complexes are stabilized only by the hydrogen bonding interaction YÉ É ÉH. The hydrogen bonds are perfectly linear in amine and ether complexes and slightly bent in the sulÐde complex. The CwYÉ É ÉH angle in (ca. 100¡) shows that sulfur prefers a perpen-(CH 3 ) 2 SÉ É ÉHF dicular hydrogen bond in line with earlier observations.45 It is interesting to observe that the lithium bonds to sulfur are more perpendicular than hydrogen bonds. On complexation, HwF and CwY bonds are weakened and the increase in bond lengths is in the order (CH
This trend parallels the trend observed in the stability of the complexes which again proves that these complexes are stabilized only by the primary hydrogen bonding interaction and charge transfer interaction is the main force. The YÉ É ÉH distances predict the formation of a hydrogen bond between the monomers and these bond lengths are found to be shorter than their corresponding YÉ É ÉLi bonds though the hydrogen bonds are weaker than the lithium bonds. The greater intermolecular distance in the lithium bonds is attributed to the fact that Li almost exists as Li`in lithium halides and this Li`with an inner closed shell cannot penetrate deeply into the charge cloud of the electron donor molecule, whereas a hydrogen atom can do so because of the smaller size of its charge cloud.
Analysis of interactions

NBO analyses have been performed on the 6-31]]G(d,p)
wavefunction of the stable forms of the complexes at all levels. The occupancies of the monomer orbitals that are involved in the charge transfer interaction the charge transfer from the q CT base to LiF/HF, occupancies of the frontier molecular orbitals and the second order perturbation energy lowering (*E2) due to the interaction of the donor and acceptor orbitals are summarized in Table 3 .
(i) LiF complexes. The structures of the complexes have suggested that the complex is stabilized only by (CH 3 ) 3 N lithium bonding, whereas and complexes
2 S derive stability mainly from lithium bonding and to a smaller degree from weak secondary hydrogen bonding interactions. The values listed in Table 3 show that the charge transfer q CT increases in the order a
means a larger charge transfer stabilization. This q CT trend in does not concur with the stability order found in q CT these complexes. For instance the sulÐde complex that has the highest charge transfer is found to be the least stable among the three. Such di †ering trends in and binding energy only q CT indicate the dominance of the electrostatic interaction to the overall stability. The charge transfer interaction contributes only slightly to stability.
The *E2 value for the complex clearly shows that (CH 3 ) 3 N the nitrogen lone pair n(N) and the antibonding orbital of LiwF are involved in the charge transfer process. The occupancy of increases and that of n(N) also increases slightly r LihF * instead of an expected decrease. This is due to the increased charge Ñow from the methyl protons towards the nitrogen atom during complexation, indicated by the greater decrease in the occupancy of the orbital in the complex r ChH * (CH 3 ) 3 N compared to the other two complexes. In the (CH 3 ) 2 O complex, the occupancy of the orbital of oxygen decreases n s and that of increases whereas the occupancies of both n p n s Table 3 Natural bond orbital analysis for the monomers and LiF and HF complexes calculated with 
cases, the hydrogen bond is perpendicular and therefore it selects the orbital for interaction rather than the n p (F) n s (F) orbital.
(ii) HF complexes. NBO analysis of the HF complexes again conÐrms that these complexes are stabilized only by the primary hydrogen bonding interaction. The values q CT decrease in the order The
O. complex is the strongest among the three and (CH 3 ) 3 NÉ É ÉHF the charge transfer from the base to HF is also larger in this complex. This reveals that the charge transfer interaction has a signiÐcant role in hydrogen bonds. However, the charge transfer is more in compared to
OÉ É ÉHF though the former is weaker than the latter. The hydrogen bonds with a sulfur base are perpendicular and are dominated by a chargeÈmultipole interaction whereas with an oxygen base the bond is linear and is dominated by a chargeÈcharge interaction. 45 (Table 3 ) made it clear further that charge transfer plays a more signiÐcant role in hydrogen bonds than in lithium bonds.
Conclusions
LiF and HF form n ] r* complexes with trimethylamine, dimethyl ether and dimethyl sulÐde and each complex is found to have only one stable conformer. While LiF and HF complexes of the amine and sulÐde have quite similar geometries, those of the ether di †er considerably. These complexes are stronger than the analogous p ] r* complexes. 16 The amine and ether form stronger complexes than the sulÐde as predicted by the order of nucleophilicities of the bases. An experimental hydrogen bond energy of 10.28 kcal mol~1 for the complex observed from IR studies agrees (CH 3 ) 2 OÉ É ÉHF excellently with the DFT binding energy. LiF forms stronger complexes than HF. Electron correlation has a considerable e †ect on the binding energies of HF complexes compared to LiF complexes. The main stabilizing force in the LiF and HF complexes is the lithium or hydrogen bonding interaction, but the LiF complexes of the ether and sulÐde also have stabilization from secondary hydrogen bonding interactions. Generally, the amine and ether prefer linear lithium/hydrogen bonds, while sulfur prefers perpendicular lithium/hydrogen bonds in line with the previous studies. 45 Slight deviation from linearity in the complex arises from an LiFÉ É ÉO(CH 3 ) 2 electrostatic interaction of Ñuorine with methyl protons. NBO analysis reveals that the amine and ether donate their lone n s pair and sulÐde donates its lone pair. In the secondary n p hydrogen bonding interaction, found in and (CH 3 ) 2 OÉ É ÉLiF complexes, the and r*(CwH) orbitals are (CH 3 ) 2 SÉ É ÉLiF n p (F) involved. Charge transfer interactions contribute almost equally to Li and H-bonds but the electrostatic interaction is greater in the Li-bond.
